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Cloud Commerce Pro provides the perfect order management
system to get you selling more products in more places,
whilst keeping your back office organised and your customers
happy. We have everything an Ecommerce business requires
– taking care of your sales and order systems, stock control,
warehousing, shipping, accounting and much more…
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At Cloud Commerce Pro we understand every business is unique.
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On-Boarding

We don’t just develop software, we want to understand your processes and
needs in order to provide a bespoke service, tailored to achieving your goals.
Our unique on-boarding approach offers consultancy, advice and training
designed to help your business grow.
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Customer Testimonials

• We work with you to understand
your market, customers and
business processes

• Introduce cost efficiencies by
streamlining your order fulfilment
and warehouse procedures

• Our Ecommerce consultants can
help and advise on future growth
strategies

• We create a clear and concise onboarding strategy, bespoke to you
and your needs

A rigid off-the shelf solution can never provide a system that meets the needs
of your business the way Cloud Commerce Pro can.
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How can you benefit?
• Affordable Monthly Cost – Low fixed
monthly costs, rolling contract - no hidden
pricing
• Quick & Easy set up – We help and support
through the whole on-boarding process.
• Amazon Re-pricing – Stay price competitive with rules to decrease and increase prices.
• Bespoke For You – Not just an off the shelf
solution that expects you to do all the work.
• Cloud-Based System – Can be accessed
from anywhere in the world with an internet
connection.
• Unlimited Users – Our system is not limited,
or charged by the number of users you can
have.
• Free On-site Consultation – To fully
understand our customers business goals and
objectives.
• Full Support & Training – We will create a
bespoke training plan, tailored to your specific
needs.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Multi-channel Selling
Achieving success selling online involves gaining maximum visibility of your products
through multiple selling channels including Amazon, eBay, Google, Woocommerce,
Magento & Shopify. However, managing stock, orders and customers across these channels
can quickly become overwhelming without the help of an order management system.
Increase your sales by reaching new Audiences
Multi-channel ecommerce gives modern businesses
the ability to sell their products over a wide range of
platforms and marketplaces, in multiple countries
and in bricks and mortar locations. Cloud Commerce
Pro integrates with the largest UK and world-wide
Marketplaces – eBay, Amazon & Tesco.
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With the increase of multiple selling channels over
recent years. Many retailers have been looking
to increase sales opportunities by branching out
across the various marketplaces, or developing
their own ecommerce websites. But connecting
all these channels to several back-office systems is
problematic and costly. Cloud Commerce Pro was
developed to combine order management, shipping,
stock control, warehouse management, CRM and
accounting for every channel in one solution.

Selling through multichannel Ecommerce
platforms has just got easier.
Cloud Commerce Pro’s back-end system can be
integrated with any existing ecommerce platform
you may be using right now. Wherever you sell
products, whether it is from your shop floor, website,
mobile, Ebay or Amazon stores, Cloud Commerce Pro
gives you access to all your sales and stock details in
real time, anytime.

In-store EPOS
For many businesses, multi-channel selling isn’t all
about online. Many still want to take orders over
the phone, have trade counters or bricks and motor
shops where stock is held in-store. Keeping track of
stock and availability across these different channels
is not easy, unless they are all linked to one inventory.
Cloud Commerce Pro links all your online sales
channels to your in-store EPOS system. Bringing
together every part of your retail business into one
fully integrated Omni-channel platform.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Order Management
Streamline your whole fulfilment operation with automation, reducing costs and
human error - by aggregating orders from every selling channel, in one system,
accessed from anywhere.
Managing orders from multiple channels is key to
the success of any online retail business. Manually
booking in deliveries with couriers or creating picking
lists can lead to wrong orders being shipped. Or
keeping control of stock-levels from a spreadsheet,
can result in over-selling in one or more channels.
This does not make for a happy customers
experience and could lose you valuable listings on
Amazon & Ebay.
Cloud Commerce Pro provides the perfect
management system to get you selling more
products in more places whilst keeping your back
office organised and your customers happy.

Aggregate Orders

Manage orders from eBay, Amazon
and Website channels, as well as
from Trade and Telephone
Customers - in one filtered
despatch list

Order Fulfilment

With flexible and automated
picking and packing methods, you
can quickly and accurately process
100’s of orders, ready to ship
within the day.

Trade Orders

Simply create accounts for
wholesale customers, allowing
them to login, purchase stock and
view order history & financial
reports.

Returns/Refunds

Link returns back to their original
sales or purchase order, automate
the refund and quickly return
items back into stock.
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Stock Control

Never sell an out of stock item
again! Sell from one channel and
your inventory is updated in
real-time across all other channels.

CRM

Gain easy access to the entire
history of your customers to help
answer support queries, no
matter what channel they bought
from.

Reporting

Access a full suite of reports
showing sales, stock reports
including FBA, accounting, returns
and much more.

Telephone Orders

Easily take telephone orders, with
the option of using several
payment methods, all added to
the same despatch queue as
other channels.

Cloud Dispatching – Picking & Packing
Cloud Commerce Pro provides a powerful and comprehensive picking and packing solution to suit
any size of business. Many processes can be automated from the generation of picking lists and
printing of shipping labels to booking delivery with couriers.
• Multiple Picking Methods
Create picking lists for individual, multiple
or grouped orders, giving warehouse staff
clear instructions on the location and
quantity of the items to pick.

• Barcode Picking and Packing
Save time and money! Using barcodes
and scanners offers a more accurate and
efficient way for warehouse staff to pick and
pack.

• Automatic Shipping Labels
Shipping/Dispatch labels are printed
automatically from the dispatch screen,
supporting multiple label types and
methods.

• Automatic Shipping Confirmation
Automatic notifications are sent to your
customer when the order is shipped,
keeping them informed at every stage.

• Courier Logging/Booking
Once the shipping label is printed the order
is automatically booked in with the assigned
courier to be picked up and delivered.

• Pack in 30 Seconds
With total automation, orders can be
accurately identified, packed, labelled,
booked in and ready to be shipped in less
than 30 seconds.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Warehouse Management
Whether you have a single small stock room or multiple co-located warehouses
containing hundreds of thousands of items – our cloud-based Warehouse
Management Software can be scaled to any size of operation.
Reduce time and save money by automating
Warehouse Operations
Cloud Commerce Pro provides a powerful and
comprehensive stock management system
controlling goods coming in and being despatched
from single or multiple locations. Every inventory
item is linked, no matter where the products are
being sold.
Minimise errors and mistakes in the Warehouse
Picking lists can be automatically created based on
the location of your items in the warehouse, cutting
down time spent looking for products. Our software
helps to streamline warehouse procedures, especially
with barcoding technology, minimising human errors
and mistakes.
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Stock Control

Stay in control of your inventory
when selling across multiple
channels. Including performing
stock takes and recording transfers.

Picking & Packing

Auto-create prioritised picking lists
for single, multiple & grouped orders,
then pack in under 30 seconds with
our ‘Express Packing Station’.

Barcode/Scanners

Shipping

Booking in Stock

Returns

Make use of barcode technology
to improve accuracy and
efficiency in daily despatch and
stock taking tasks.

As stock arrives into the
warehouse, inventory can be
booked in quickly and updated
across all channels immediately.

Reporting

Access reports showing stock
levels, movements and a rate of
sales report to predict when you
need to re-purchase.

Direct integration with over 17 of the
world’s leading shipping couriers and
aggregators, generating labels and
booking delivery automatically.

Quick and simple returns process,
which handles refunds, stock
adjustments. Making sure all
information is stored and traceable.

Purchasing

Don’t over or under stock again!
Create rules to automate the
generation of purchase orders to
help maximize profit margins.

Barcode Scanning
The Cloud Commerce Pro system provides software
for mobile scanning devices so you can take full
advantage of barcode technology to improve the
accuracy and efficiency of daily tasks such as picking
items and stock taking.
• Instantly know the stock levels of products
that are split over multiple warehouses.
• Automatically keep track of all inventory
coming in and going out of the warehouse.
• Pick items for multiple orders all at once,
greatly improving the picking efficiency.
• Perform quick and automated stock checks,
with a high-level of accuracy.
• Pick orders from many pre-set routines, or
create your own using rules.
• Book stock directly in, which is then instantly
updated on all selling channels.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Stock Control
Stock control is an essential part of an ecommerce and multi-channel retail operation. Maintaining
the right balance of stock in a business can significantly affect its profitability - therefore keeping an
accurate inventory could make the difference between making a profit or loss.
Synchronise your stock across multiple channels.
Cloud Commerce Pro’s stock management software
is the central inventory for all sales channels from
Amazon and eBay marketplaces, Ecommerce
Websites to Bricks & Mortar Store’s and Retail
Outlets. The real-time synchronisation of stock
across multiple channels, means an end to overselling and gives you the confidence to make repurchasing decisions.

Multi-channel Stock Control

Keep your stock levels synchronised
real-time, no matter where you sell
your products. Your Cloud Commerce
Pro system makes it impossible to sell
the same item twice.

Bundles & Multi-packs

Whether your products are sold
individually, as multi-packs or as
bundles, the stock is all linked and
mapped to always show an accurate
quantity available to sell.

Returns/Refunds

A quick and simple returns process
handles refunds and stock
adjustments. Making sure all
information is recorded and traceable.
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Stock Valuations On-Demand

Know the value of your stock at
anytime, anywhere. Our stock
valuations report gives you an
accurate real-time cost price
valuation of the stock currently held.

Stock Location

Keep track of stock no matter where it
is located. Cloud Commerce Pro knows
the exact quantity of stock and where
it is located, whether in multiple
warehouses and by isle and shelf.

Auto Purchase Order

Our system not only advises when
you should re-order, but can also
automatically raise or add products
to a purchase order, which is then
emailed to the appropriate supplier.

Booking in Stock
Often it is the same warehouse staff who book in stock,
as well as performing the picking and packing tasks. So
it is crucial, for improving efficiency, you provide them
the necessary tools to carry out tasks as quickly as
possible with little fuss and paper work possible.
Using a dedicated screen, warehouse staff can
simply select the purchase order of the goods being
delivered and mark off them off as they come in.
• Once marked as delivered, stock is added
directly back into all channels ready to be
sold, or listed.
• Back orders are added into the despatch
queue as a priority ready to be picked and
packed.
• Items that are missing or damaged can be
marked accordingly, with automatic credits
raised for those missing.
If products are barcoded, using the latest
barcode technology, they can be directly booked
back into stock simply by scanning the correct
warehouse, bay or shelf and then the product.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Shipping
Automation
& Integration
Manage all your couriers and logistics
providers from one integrated system,
saving you time and effort. With increased
efficiency and accuracy, deliveries are ready
to go in time and to the right customer.
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Improve your profitability by simply selecting
the most suitable and economical Couriers
Manually printing shipping labels, booking in
deliveries, notifying customers, copying and
pasting addresses to create tracking numbers –
all these manual tasks can be avoided with simple
shipping automation.
With Cloud Commerce Pro, everything is
automated. Once an order is ready for dispatch
the shipping label is printed and booked in with
he selected courier.

Shipping Automation

Create rules to automatically
assign orders to a selected
courier based on weight, size,
quantity, price & location.

Label Printing

Shipping labels are printed directly
from the order despatch system,
automatically booking the delivery
with the courier, ready to collect.

Auto-drop Shipping

Individual products can be set to
automatically send a ‘Drop Ship’ order
directly to the supplier, without the
need for manual processing.

Order Tracking

Order tracking numbers are
automatically obtained from the
courier, added to the order and
sent out to the customer.

Courier Integration

Choose from over 17 of the world’s
leading shopping and logistics
providers, eliminating the need to
re-key orders.

Drop Shipping

Easily select which orders are to
be fulfilled through Drop Shipping
suppliers, sending an automated
email directly to the supplier.

FBA

Fulfill orders from any channel using
Amazon FBA. Products can be set to
always be FBA, or manually in the
event of a stock issue.

Customer Notifications

Use fully automated and
customisable, triggered emails, to
keep your customers in the loop at
every stage of the order process.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Solutions: Amazon Repricer
Gaining greater product reach is a key part of becoming a
successful Amazon Seller. There are many ways to achieve
this, however having competitive pricing is one of the most
significant factors in winning the ‘buy box’.
So what does it take to win the
Amazon Buy Box?

• Having enough stock to be able to
handle demand

The landed price isn’t the only
winning factor in order to gain the
‘buy box’, Amazon’s algorithm looks
at many elements such as the sellers
history, reputation and customer
responsiveness, and whether they ship
using FBA.

• Fulfill though FBA – unless you offer
a good fulfilment service

• A good history of successful selling
on Amazon
• Excellence customer service and
seller feedback
• Great customer metrics and a seller
rating of above 90
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• And of course the price…
A good pricing strategy not only helps
to increase a products visibility, but
will also aid in converting users. Sellers
don’t necessarily need to offer the
cheapest price, but at least one of the
lowest. It is important to understand
that it is the landed price which needs
to be competitive, as the delivery
charge is also taken into account.

Our Solution
If you are selling hundreds, or even thousands of items, it can be very time
consuming to research and keep track of your competitor’s prices and
delivery charges - almost impossible! Our Amazon repricing software helps to
automatically set your prices to keep them competitive against all other sellers,
for each of your products. Simply set the price ranges you are happy to sell your
items for and the repricing feature will do the rest.
• Pricing Strategy – Create
customised pricing rules based on
seller types, seller rankings, profit
margins and many more.

• Product Filtering – Quickly filter
all products in the sales channel
by pricing rule, FBA products &
attributes.

• Ensure the Best Price – Eliminate
time spent monitoring your
competitors’ prices and responding
to the constant fluctuations.

• Bulk Edits – Save more time by
applying Amazon re-pricing rules,
set min/max prices across all
products in bulk.

• Focus on your Business – Free up
your time to focus on growing your
business and ensuring you have
happy customers.

• History/Log Reports – Access a
complete history of activity logs and
price changes for all product SKUs.

• Set Min/Max Prices – Protect your
margins and reputation by making
sure you never sell too cheaply or
are too expensive.

• Competitor Analysis – Analyse the
price, shipping costs, condition and
ranking of all sellers listing the same
products.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Solutions: Message Centre
Managing several marketplace accounts and websites can be
time consuming and complex when having to support sales and
customers service queries throughout the day. While responding
quickly can provide major benefits, especially on Amazon.
Cloud Commerce Pro provides the
ability to help manage and respond to
all sales and customer support queries
from multiple eBay, Amazon and private
email accounts - in one central message
centre. Presenting a single customer
view with quick access to previous order,
customer and message history.
How can a better communication
strategy improve your business?
Pre-sales Communication
Potential customers need to feel a
level of confidence and trust when
purchasing online. Your communication
needs to be effective, to persuade users
to part with money in a few clicks.
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You can achieve this by producing great
on-site content, product descriptions
and responding effectively to any presales questions.

By creating loyalty and advocacy
with customers, can make a small
ecommerce business into a serious
player.

Post-sales Communication

Amazon is one example where good
communication pays off. By responding
quickly to customers and keeping them
happy improves your ‘customer metrics’
and aids to increase your seller rating
– all of which helps to win the ‘buy box’
and gain your products more visibility.

Once a customer has parted with their
money, it is imperative to keep up the
effort of good communication, whether
they are buying directly from you or
through a marketplace channel.
Whether pre-sales or post-sales, it
is important to maintain effective
communication in order to build
confidence in your brand, and to
develop future advocacy.

The key to effective communication is
being clear, concise and responding in a
timely manner. But you also need to the
tools to help you do this.

Our Solution
Cloud Commerce Pro’s ‘Message Centre’, is a tool to aggregate all communications
from your varying mail boxes into one. Each email is identified using the senders
email address and matches it to a customer record, so you can get a full picture of
their order history to respond quickly.
Rules are used to prioritise message
types and set reply timers so you
can be alerted to messages that
require a response, as research
suggests messages responded to
within 24 hours receive 50% less
negative reviews. You can also
translate messages and responses into
multiple languages instantly,
automatically storing the translations
in the customer’s CRM record.

• Messages are tracked and
prioritised in order of last response
time, with alerts and messages
showing reply times.

Other features include:

• Create templates for replying to
typical support queries, to help
speed up response times and
reduce work load.

• Aggregate all in-bound emails for
eBay, Amazon and ecommerce
websites into one message centre.

• All emails are directly sent to the
customer and marked as replied in
the linked marketplace channel.
• Emails are automatically identified
from the sales channels, where the
order was placed.

• All communications are
documented by the system and
attached to the customers CRM
record.

Cloud Commerce Pro
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Solutions: Listing Tool Profiles
Listing products can be one of the most important and time
consuming tasks for Amazon and eBay sellers, especially
when dealing with large numbers of SKU’s. We have built our
system by listening to these problems our customers face, and
developing solutions to overcome them.
With our Profiles feature, you can quickly
train Cloud Commerce Pro to complete all
the information and criteria necessary to list
products on Amazon and eBay – do it once
and you never need do it again. Experience the
benefits of being able to list products quickly
and accurately!
Who can benefit?
Listing products on multiple marketplace
accounts can be a protracted process, and is
also open to errors, which can lead to listings
receiving little visibility or becoming de-listed
altogether. You could even be suspended!
Clothing Retailers
With new seasonal product lines and sales
items regular coming into stock. Clothing &
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apparel retailers can often find they are
having to list the same type of products
but with little to no variation on multiple
channels - a very time consuming and
inefficient process.
Gifting Companies
Any business with a high churn of products,
who test numerous variations of products over
the year to coincide with the main celebration
days work to very specific deadlines – and is
therefore critical products are listed quickly
and accurately.
Could you also benefit from being able to
quickly list your products on eBay & Amazon?

Our Solution
Many businesses selling across multiple channels and marketplaces, can quickly
become overwhelmed by the number of product listings to manage and maintain.
Cloud Commerce Pro offers a system to remove a lot of the time consuming and
often repetitive work of listing products on multiple accounts.
This is through the creation of ‘Profiles’,
they allow our customers the flexibility
to train the system into recognising
products and product types, which
then dynamically updates certain
attributers to match the specifications
of the marketplace where the product
is to be listed.
Once a profile has been created for a
group of products, any new product
can be listed in just one click!

• Set Amazon Product Type
• Create Dynamic Title/Description
from Product Attributes
• Set the eBay Store Category
• Set Amazon Browse Nodes
• Select the Amazon Theme
• Select the eBay Template
• Set the eBay Business Policy
• Set Generic Amazon Option

Cloud Commerce Pro
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On-Boarding
Any type of business change is
a big decision, and one where
you need to feel comfortable,
whether you are moving onto an
ERP system for the first time or
migrating from another.
This is why we offer a unique
on-boarding procedure to
understand the way you work, so
the implementation, training and
support can be tailored to your
needs.

On-site Visit
As well as offering a Free Consultation, we can also offer a
secondary on-site visit if required, and an online meeting so
we can fully understand your processes and the way your
business works, allowing us to ensure the implementation is a
best fit for your business and to offer help & advice on the key
challenges you are facing…
• Conduct On-site Visit
To fully understand our customers business goals and
objectives.
• Meet the Team
Meet all essential member of the team to understand
their roles
• Discover Key Challenges
Offer help and advice on issues being faced by online
retailers
• Identify areas of Improvement
Advise on areas to improve cost & time efficiencies
• Create an implementation Plan
Devise timescales, milestones, requirements &
expectations
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Implementation
Unlike a lot of other ERP systems, we fully support and assist in the set-up or migration of our system,
from the inputting and mapping of data to syncing stock and listing products across multiple channels.
What we do for you...

What we Support you with...

• Integrate with Sales Channels

• Preparing your data

• Import Product Data

• Mapping your data

• Update & Sync Stock Quantities

• Configure Hardware/Printer Set-up

• Create Shipping Rules & Labels

• Warehouse Management

• Integrate with Couriers &
Accounts

• Barcoding/Scanning
Implementation

• Set-up Trade Channels

• Drop Shipping Set-up

• Create Letter & Invoice templates

• Creation of Auto Purchase Orders

Training

Support

We’ll create a bespoke training plan
tailored to your specific needs, using
the information gathered in the
consultation.

Our Support continues throughout
with no additional charges. There are
no restrictions and actively encourage
our customers to visit us whenever
they want. Our support includes:

• On-site discovery & Training Day
• Unlimited Training at our Head
Office
• Access to support guides
• One-on-one webinar training

• Unlimited Telephone Support
• Unlimited Web Chat Support
• Unlimited cups of coffee at our
Head Office!
Cloud Commerce Pro
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Customer Testimonials
Two Squared
The Challenge
As 2Squared grew from managing retail outfits and moved into
wholesaling, theirs needs also grew exponentially. Because of this,
2Squared approached Cloud Commerce Pro to help them overcome
many new obstacles that come with an expanding operation.

“Just having that ability to pick the phone up and speak
to a localised member of the team, and perhaps even
one of the developers to help you resolve your issue has
been a massive part of the reason why we stuck with
Cloud Commerce for the last five years.”
– Luke Hudson
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The Cosy Bedding Company

Run Charlie

The Challenge

The Challenge

Jamie initially started his business as a side line, running it from
his house while maintaining a full-time job, selling a range of soft
bedroom furnishings through multiple channels including Amazon,
eBay and Shopify.

Run Charlie were looking for a business management system (ERP) as
their operation grew, in order to regain control of the excessive amount of
manual tasks and to help them grow.

“Every time we call the support team they are quick to
help out and always get back to you either the same or
next day if unavailable. I would definitely recommend CCP
to any business large or small who is looking for this type
of system.”

“Cloud Commerce Pro Ecommerce solutions have been
instrumental in our growth and success across multiple
UK and international sales platforms. Their constant
development ethos is pushing them in front of the
competition and expanding our market advantage.”

– Jamie Agar

– Charlotte Murray

Cloud Commerce Pro
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